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Intimacy and inequality



The ‘greying’ of sexual health



The ‘second phase’ of life



bell hooks



Empowerment and the ‘second phase’



Gender – age – class – race/ethnicity



Intersectionality 



Erotic justice?



The studies

• Salsa dancing in London & Devon (Sarah): 
• White, largely middle class cohort

• Perceived as the ‘baby boomer’ generation

• Marriage breakdown in London & Peterborough (Kaveri):
• British Asian families, particularly Pakistani Muslims 

• Imagined as ‘traditional’, close-knit families but increasing divorce



Newfound independence, new relationships

• Dating the second time round, but bolder, a new chapter

• Savouring their independence, whereas single men needy, dependent

• Learning to stand on their own two feet, independence laced with 
interweaving family relationships and continued vulnerabilities

• Seeking a space of their own, separate from the family vs. being still 
within family space, closer knit of familism and gender norms



(Re)building friendships, being respectable

• Harder to meet single people at their age than when younger

• Feeling out of place as single middle-aged women

• Rebuilding a social circle so as to meet other singles – salsa classes

• Group dates, ambivalence about ‘boyfriend/girlfriend’ relationships

• Narratives of respectability common to both contexts; down-playing 
agency by diffusing responsibility through friendship groups



Doing dating, disaggregating respectability

• Wanting to be treated in traditionally gendered ways, being treated 
like a lady, him being a real gentleman

• Enacting ‘normal’, passive, rather than bold femininities 

• Commitment to religious sensibilities, diasporic moralities and the 
moralities of extended families

• Important to maintain a socially validated version of femininity, a 
large part of which was not being seen to be overtly sexually desiring



Respectability through repudiating others

• Fitting in with middle-class respectability was discernment towards 
class others, described in terms of compatibility

• The lifestyle a man could afford speaking to their worth as women

• A suitable man suitable man (of the same racial/ethnic/religious 
background) who would take seriously a divorcee in their age group

• Repudiating men who were needy – financially/visas



Discussion

• A more disaggregated approach to the ‘second phase’ of life

• Protecting independence stemming from different fallback positions

• Friendships diffusing agency and enabling passive femininities

• Respectable dating through class, finance, citizenship-based practices 
of discernment, showing an interlocking of privilege and oppression

• Intimacy as a matter of justice?


